
Spelling Lesson 20 – Sacagawea 

million  Sentence: One thousand-thousands is one million. Definition: a number equaling one thousand-
thousands  

collect  Sentence: I collect and organize stamps in my album. Definition: to gather in one place  

lumber  Sentence: Trees are cut into lumber for building. Definition: tree logs cut into boards for construction  

pepper  Sentence: Crushed red pepper will make the food spicy. Definition: spicy plant that can be eaten raw 
or cooked  

plastic  Sentence: The soda bottle is made of recyclable plastic. Definition: man-made material that is light and 
strong  

borrow  Sentence: If you borrow an item from someone, make sure to return it soon. Definition: to take 
something for a while and then return it  

support  Sentence: I'll support and encourage her efforts. Definition: to help or promote the cause or interests  

thirty  Sentence: Ten plus twenty equals thirty. Definition: a number equal to three groups of ten  

perfect  Sentence: We made every shot and played a perfect game. Definition: without error or mistake  

attend  Sentence: I will attend the meeting and not stay away. Definition: be present at  

canyon  Sentence: A narrow canyon lies between the cliff walls. Definition: deep, narrow valley with steep 
sides.  

traffic  Sentence: Our car got stuck in traffic on the highway. Definition: objects or information traveling 
together  

fortune  Sentence: He made a fortune from good investments. Definition: large amount of wealth  

danger  Sentence: Standing too close to traffic put him in danger. Definition: susceptible to harm, injury or loss  

soccer  Sentence: A goalie caught the ball while playing soccer. Definition: sport played by kicking a black and 
white ball  

engine  Sentence: The engine of a car is its motor. Definition: mechanical source of power in a machine  

picture  Sentence: Let me take your picture with my camera. Definition: a photograph or illustrated design  

survive   Sentence: A person cannot survive without water. Definition: to continue to live or exist  

seldom  Sentence: It seldom rains in the hot, dry desert. Definition: rarely, not often  

effort  Sentence: I gave the race my best effort and I won. Definition: an attempt or a try, energy spent in 
action 


